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Cooking is an art, baking is  
a science, and photography...  

is both. 

You’ve just finished tidying your 

 living room, the light is hitting your 

plants in the most beautiful way, you 

pick up your phone to snap a photo but 

the photo just isn’t working.  

Sound familiar?

The good news is that even though you 

don’t have a super fancy camera, you 

can still take some gorgeous photos - all 

you need is a smartphone and a few 

guidelines. These are the five rules I use 

when I take photos of my home and 

studio. I hope this guide helps you with 

your photos too!



1
Camera Prep

Even before you start shooting, a few 

small things can make your photos look 

infinitely better. First thing’s first- don’t 

forget to clean your lense! It might sound 

super obvious but it’s also very easy to 

forget. There’s nothing more satisfying 

than wiping the lens with the edge of 

your shirt and just like magic- your 

 photos are clean and crisp.

Once the lense sparkly clean, go to your 

phone camera settings and set a timer.      



Stability is super important when you’re 

taking photos, and even the smallest 

shake that occurs when you press the 

button can result in a blurry photo. 

Setting a timer gives you a moment to 

stabilize your hand before taking the 

shot. I use the 2 second option  

 (just check your settings it’s very easy to 

set up). The last thing to remember when 

you’re setting up your camera is the  

focus - tap the area you want the focus to 

be on on your screen. If you don’t have 

anything you’d like to focus on you 

should still pick something random in the 

center of the screen, you’ll see what a 

difference it makes.



Lighting basics 
The best way to take a photo is with 

natural light. Your photo will look much 

better with beautiful natural light flowing 

in, so turn off all the lights in the room. If 

it’s too dark, using the focusing technique 

above tap the darkest part of the screen 

and that will light it up. You can always fix 

it a bit with an editing app after.
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Try to avoid taking photos during 

noontime, because the light is very harsh 

during those hours, and you’re aiming for 

a balance- light, but not too bright.  

This is also why a cloudy day is better 

than a very sunny day.

When you’re taking a photo, the light 

should come in from the side. If you’re 

shooting something with a window  

behind your subject it will be backlit and 

everything will be dark. If the window is 

behind you you’ll miss out on all those 

pretty shadows.





 It’s all about perspective
This one was a game changer for me.

Go back to settings and turn on your grid. 

Line everything in your shot to your grid. 

Have a floor, a shelf, a window? make sure 

it aligns - meaning the horizontal lines on 

the grid should line up with the horizontal 

lines in the interior, and the same goes for 

the vertical. 

I always use the floor lines and corners of 

the wall to guide me. Your photo will  

instantly look more professional.
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 Setting the scene
Photos of interiors are much more 

interesting when we get a glimpse of the 

people who live there. Glasses and a book 

placed on the coffee table, slippers 

peeking from underneath the couch, two 

half-empty (or half full) glasses of wine 

by the fireplace… These help draw you 

into the photo and keep people engaged.
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The final touches
So you’ve followed all the rules and  

your photo looks like it’s there... almost.  

Something is still not right. That’s where 

the photo editing apps come in. Editing 

apps can be super overwhelming, but as 

a rule of thumb the two things I  

adjust are:

White balance  - this helps your photo 

look “warmer” or “colder”. Don’t go crazy 

here, a little bit can go a long way.

Brightness/Contrast - I always brighten 

my photos a bit, a bit being the key  

word here. That’s it!

My favorite apps to use are Snapseed, 

Lightroom, Vsco and A Color Story, all 

 free (score!).
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https://snapseed.online/
https://www.adobe.com/il_en/products/photoshop-lightroom.html?gclid=EAIaIQobChMIy_2-3cXR6gIVF-DtCh16MAS9EAAYASAAEgJyNPD_BwE&sdid=8DN85NTY&mv=search&skwcid=AL!3085!3!442333148873!e!!g!!adobe%20lightroom&ef_id=EAIaIQobChMIy_2-3cXR6gIVF-DtCh16MAS9EAAYASAAEgJyNPD_BwE:G:s&s_kwcid=AL!3085!3!442333148873!e!!
https://vsco.co/
https://acolorstory.com/


I hope you enjoyed our guide!  
If you used our tips, please tag  
me @loopliving so I can share  

your photo in my story.
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Thank you to all the talented women 

who let us share their interior photos, it 

fills us with joy to see our designs in 

such beautiful homes!

 

Make sure to give them a   

follow for more inspiration and to 

follow us @loopliving :) 

@kirsten.diane
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